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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper describes how the adaptive cycle of change has 
been applied to Nike since 1990 due to a campaign against 
company’s labor practices in Asia. Nike has started a long 
process in order to eventually reexamine its operations and 
meet wide sustainability measurements by 2020. 
 

1.Introduction 

In 1988 a daily paper of Indonesian exchange union 
distributed an investigative paper about South Korea-based 
shoe Company manufacturing for Nike. Articles showed up 
in Indonesian daily papers about compensation challenges 
at Nike contractors Tae Hwa and Pratama Abadi. Most 
shoe production lines illegally paid its stuff "training wage" 
which was less the standard eighty-six cents per day. 
U.s.a.i.d.-supported study on the lowest pay permitted by 
law consistence discovered that big shoe companies were 
relentless violators. Work rights protested against Indonesia 
submitted to office of US Trade Representative by 
International Labor Rights Research and Education Fund 
and Human Rights Watch. There were several calls for 
reviewing nation's advantages under Generalized System of 
Preferences. In 1990 the Nike Anti-Sweatshop campaign 
took place. In 1991 a strike took place at Hardaya Aneka 
(HASI) factory due to the fact that two workers were killed 
because of fire.  
The same year Indonesian every day Media conducted a 
three-day reporting dealing with the abuses taking place at 
factories producing shoes. The headline of second day was 
"World Shoe Giants Rape Worker Rights". Korean 

business people mentioned over and over again in daily 
papers the injurious work hones. Thames TV (UK) made 
public an inquisitive article about Nike's fabricator in 
Indonesia. The Economist provided details regarding 
agitation at shoe production lines delivering for Nike.  
Knight Ridder (US) wire provided details regarding Nike-
delivering shoe production lines. A reporter who kept his 
anonymity interviewed Indonesian workers. Foundation of 
Technology (Bandung, W. Java) and Dutch Institute for 
Social Studies distributed information about shoe industry 
in Indonesia. Prompts assaulted by Indonesia's Minister of 
Investment Coordination and consequent confinement on 
press reports about low wages and oppressive conditions at 
shoe production lines took place as well. Several more 
events took place the following years so it was high time 
for Nike to take further action. Time for implementing the 
adaptive cycle change had come.  

 

2.Nike’s actions upon change 

Nike started investigating its operations in the early 1990s, 
after it confronted too much judgment about working 
conditions of its Asian suppliers. The early deliberations 
were outsourced to a group spotlighting on amenability and 
societal duty. 
A defining moment came when the group started to get 
some information about the long haul ramifications of the 
company's production lay out and assembling choices. 
Where did the product materials originate? Is it safe to say 
that they were harmful? What happened toward the end of 
an item's life? Researching assembling, they discovered it 
took three shoes of material to create only two — one shoe, 



basically, wound up as waste, at an expense of $700 million 
a year. Accordingly, the objective of zero waste got the 
consideration of senior chiefs. It turned into one of a few 
long haul objectives to reach by 2020 — alongside zero 
dangerous materials, shut circle frameworks and 
maintainable development and gainfulness. Nike likewise 
made an in-house file to measure product lay out against 
these targets. 
Nike brought assistants into the procedure. Partners like 
Dow Chemical, Dupont and BASF, in light of the fact that 
it knew it couldn't accomplish its objectives without 
working inside the store network. At that point it started 
rehashing the outline process. On the off chance that the 
sports shoe were streamlined to cut waste and material by 
diminishing the quantity of segments, generation 
efficiencies could balance the expense of more 
maintainable materials. 
 

3.Outcomes  
Nike started is bringing into play zero waste and 
streamlined creation around its Considered line of sports 
footwear and attire. That heading edge line now involves 
15% of its items. The company plans to change over all 
sports shoes to its Considered Design gauges by 2011, all 
apparel by 2015, and all supplies like balls, gloves and 
rucksacks by 2020. Under the new design and generation 
systems, these items decrease squander by up to 67%, cut 
vitality use by 37% and slice dissolvable use by 80% 
correlated with other Nike items. 
 

4.Conclusion 
Nike's case is an incredible example of the Adaptive Cycle.  
It is clear how it can clarify the key changes within a 
company. Additionally, it demonstrates how distinctive 
sorts of directors can lead a company into diverse periods 
of the adaptive cycle. For Nike's case it was more than 

obvious that certain actions related to the adaptive cycle 
change must had been taken because it was dealing with very 
serious issues, like rights of its stuff plus use of harmful, non-
sustainable materials for the manufacture of its products. At 
present it is one of the most developed companies globally 
and with a long-term plan in order to keep the standards 
needed. Long periods without getting in crises and success 
can only be achieved through frequent, essential change. 
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